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Master Lock to debut new lockout device at
National Safety Congress & Expo
(MILWAUKEE, WIS.) – September 26, 2013 – Master Lock® Company, LLC will focus attention
on Lockout/Tagout when the National Safety Congress & Expo convenes in Chicago, September
30 - October 2 at McCormick Place.

The new and unique S3920 Butterfly Valve Lockout

headlines a strong roster of safety product solutions Master Lock will feature at the event.
Safety identification tags, compliance software and a drawing each day to win one of three
valuable lockout tool boxes, also provide motivation to visit booth 624.
““We are introducing the S3920 Butterfly Valve, a truly unique product featuring a one-of-its-kind
design that easily adjusts to fit virtually any size butterfly valve,” said Matt Dudgeon, Global
Safety Product Manager for Master Lock. “It’s easy to use and applies in seconds. Therefore, I
think it will command a lot of attention at the show, along with the other innovative solutions.”

The durable, thermoplastic S3920 is highly resistant to weather and corrosive elements, as well
as chemicals found in many facility environments. The stainless steel rivet can smoothly pivot
open-and-closed to ensure a secure fit in large or small butterfly valves.

The companion

S806CBL3 Cable Lockout also repels chemicals and extreme weather conditions from minus 40º
to 200º F.

®

Master Lock will also have a Safety Solutions™ Lockout Kit Giveaway to one winner each day
of the show. To be eligible for a chance to win a fully equipped, ultra-durable Safety Lockout
Tool Box, booth visitors must participate in a short survey. Winners will have their choice of
either an electrical or valve personal lockout kit. The electrical kit contains several padlocks,
hasps and Grip Tight™ devices with a value of $152.28. The valve kit features padlocks, hasps,
valve covers, a Seal Tight™ ball valve lockout and a S3068 ball valve lockout. The retail value
is $246.03.
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Booth visitors are encouraged to test their Lockout/Tagout knowledge in Master Lock’s product
playground. Company representatives will be available to work with visitors to apply and test all
Master Lock Safety Solutions in common industry applications.

Master Lock will also highlight the S4801 Self-Laminating Photo ID Safety Tags and Guardian
Extreme™ Metal Detectable Tags.

Highly popular since being introduced to the market earlier this year, the S4801 Self Laminating
tags provide a visual representation for authorized employees. Customized with space for an
employee’s name, department and photo, these tags comply with “identifiable” requirements of
the OSHA Lockout/Tagout standards. Using tough polypropylene with PVC laminates to resist
water, grease, extreme temperatures and common industrial chemicals, the S4801 tags can
withstand over 50 lbs. of pull force.

Ideal for use in food processing and pharmaceutical facilities, Guardian Extreme Metal
Detectable tags are very practical for indoor or outdoor applications.

Offering superior

resistance to more than 30 chemicals, these reusable safety tags hold up to the harsh effects of
sun, rain, sleet and humidity, as well as windborne sand and dirt and temperatures ranging from
minus 50º to 220º F. Long lasting, they can withstand over 80 lbs. of pullout force. Show
attendees are encouraged to stop by the booth and pick up a free sample of Guardian Extreme
reusable/rewritable tags.

Experts will be on hand to discuss the benefits of Field ID™ safety compliance software. The
innovative, web-based management solution utilizes mobile devices to automate equipment
inspections and Lockout/Tagout procedures. Automated identification using barcodes and RFID
tags saves time with quick identification and helps minimize human error.

For more information about Master Lock products, visit www.safetyseries.com. For additional
story details, contact Bob Wolff with The Drucker Group (bob@druckergroup.com) at 224-5321808.
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Official Rules for the 2013 NSC Survey Sweepstakes can be found online here and will be
available at the Master Lock Safety Solutions booth #624 at the NSC Expo.

No purchase necessary. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States and District of Columbia
(“D.C.”) who are at least 18 years old (19 in AL and NE) who were a registered attendee of the
2013 NSC CONGRESS & EXPO but not categorized as an Exhibitor. Enter by visiting the
Master Lock booth (#624) during the hours of the Expo and complete the short survey. Void
where prohibited. See Official Rules [ßHYPERLINK] for complete rules, prizes and odds.
Sponsor: Master Lock Company LLC, 137 W. Forest Hill Avenue Oak Creek, WI 53154.

About Master Lock Company
Master Lock Company is the largest global manufacturer and marketer of padlocks, door
hardware and related security products, including a leading assortment of safety padlocks and
devices. Master Lock Company offers a breadth of quality, innovative security solutions through
expanding product lines for commercial, industrial, government, school and institutional, home
and yard, automotive and recreational security markets. Master Lock Company LLC is part of
Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS), a leading consumer brands company.
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